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A talented dressage instructor and rider, Silva is a licensed instructor and passed her “Bereiter” 
exam in Warendorf, Germany with the mark “Excellent”. During her educational years, Silva 
worked with Paul Beck, Hubertus Schmidt and Rudolf Zeilinger, all masters of dressage. She 
has enjoyed success at major US competitions including Dressage at Devon, the GAIG and 
CBLM Finals, at regional and national championships, and on the Wellington, Florida circuit. In 
2014 Silva represented the US for the first time in team competition, helping win Team Gold in 
the Nations Cup competition at the CDIO Wellington, riding her homebred mare Rosa Cha W.  
 
Silva has also participated in high performance training sessions with the US Chef d’Equipe 
Robert Dover. 
 
She has caught the attention of several event riders and in addition to her dressage students, 
she now coaches multiple top-level eventers. Perhaps you saw her expertise in training in action 
at the 2018 WEG dressage phase of Eventing. She has the ability to improve a horse’s abilities, 
whether a youngster still in training or a high-performance horse, and in a friendly and relaxed 
manner which does not intimidate even inexperienced riders. 
 
Following her initial success in 2014, Silva sustained a serious head injury while schooling a 
horse at home – and while wearing a helmet. The injury affected her speech, vision and 
physical capabilities, but Silva took her rehabilitation seriously and by October, 2014 she made 
a comeback to teaching and riding. 
 
In the summer of 2014 she presented the Charles Owen Equestrian Role Model Award to brain-
injured Olympic dressage rider Courtney-King Dye, who has worked tirelessly in campaigning 
for helmet awareness. Silva has also made brain injury and helmet awareness a personal 
mission. The story of Boyd and Silva’s journey to reach their current status is told in the video    
www.boydandsilvamartin.com/purina-stories-of-greatness/  
 


